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Abstract

Purpose: Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) are having a major impact on Banking (FinTech), Health (HealthTech), Law (RegTech), and other sectors such as Charitable Fundraising (CharityTech). The rate of technological innovation, the ability of AI systems to think like a human-beings (simulate human intelligence) and perform tasks independently and develop intelligence based on its own experiences and process layers of information to learn ever-complex representations of data (ML/DL) means that improvements in the rates at which this technology can undertake complex, technical, and time-consuming tasks, identify people, objects, voices, patterns (etc.) and screen for ‘problems’ earlier and provide solutions provides astounding benefit in economic, political and social terms. The purpose of this article is to explore advents in AI, ML and DL in the context of the regulatory compliance challenge faced by financial institutions in the United Kingdom (UK).

Design/methodology/approach: The subject is explored through the analysis of data, domestic and international published literature. The first part of the article summarises the context of current regulatory issues, the advents in deep learning, how financial institutions are currently using AI, and how AI could provide further technological solutions to regulatory compliance as at February 2023.

Findings: It is suggested that UK financial institutions can further utilise AI, ML and DL as part of an armoury of solutions that ease the regulatory burden and achieve high levels of compliance success.

Originality: The work is original because it is the first to specifically explore how AI, ML and DL can continue to assist UK financial institutions in meeting the regulatory compliance challenge, and the opportunities provided for financial institutions by the Metaverse.
Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) are changing the way in which organisations work. The rate of technological innovation, the ability of AI systems to think like a human-being (simulate human intelligence) and perform tasks independently and develop intelligence based on its own experiences and process layers of information to learn ever-complex representations of data (ML/DL) means that improvements in the rates at which this technology can undertake complex, technical, tedious, and time-consuming tasks, identify people, objects, voices, patterns (etc.) and screen for ‘problems’ earlier and provide solutions provides astounding benefit in economic, political and social terms. Thus, AI, ML and DL have become buzzwords or colloquialisms that are often used synonymously, albeit all three mean different things, the potential of which is now engrained intimately into the fabric of technology systems as governments, organisations and even regulators seek to benefit from the innovative solutions that they offer.

The purpose of this article is to explore advents in AI, ML and DL in the context of the financial institutions and the regulatory compliance challenge they face in the United Kingdom (UK). This article explores how AI, ML and DL can, as a RegTech tool, assist these organisations in tackling that issue. In so doing it is investigated what AI, ML and DL can assist with as trustworthy components in the arsenal of financial institutions in assisting regulatory compliance [0].

1. Practical Considerations and ‘Costs’

Financial institutions, in England and Wales, are regulated organisations subject to the Financial Services Act 2012 (FSA) that paved the way for a tripart regulator system comprising of the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), the Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) and the Financial Planning Committee (FPC). Whilst a discussion of their functions, and of collateral bodies such as the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) and Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), is beyond the scope of this article it is salient to provide a brief statistical snapshot to give context to the magnitude of the regulatory compliance task at hand [1]. The FCA is tasked to ensure that the financial market is honest, fair, and effective – for business, the economy, and consumers. It seeks to ensure that consumers get a fair deal. The FCA regulates the conduct of over 50,000 businesses, prudentially supervises 48,000 organisations, and sets specific standards for 18,000 firms. The PRA regulates over 1500 banks, building societies, credit unions, insurers, and large investment firms, and the FPC leads the Bank of England’s work on financial stability by identifying and monitoring risks that may threaten the resilience of the UK’s entire financial system. Thus, whilst the PRA focuses on individual firms, in contrast, FPC concentrates on the whole system.

Regulators all have rules and guidance that must be followed, and financial services are no different. In addition to the rules and codes set by the regulators, cybercrime, anti-money laundering, counter-terror finance and fraud are all matters that affect financial institutions and there are extensive legislative regimes that must be adhered to, what follows is a brief summary that will help contextualise the size of the regulatory compliance task/burden.

The Current Legislative Regime and Industry Guidance and Standards

The main UK sources of law that regulate financial crime and that financial institutions must be aware of and/or comply with are:
- Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA, money laundering).
- Terrorism Act 2000 (TA, terror finance).
- Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 (powers against terror assets i.e., seizure and power to freeze).
- Criminal Finances Act 2017 (CFA, provides powers to recover proceeds of crime, tax evasion and corruption, as well as terrorism).
- Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act 2022 (ECTEA, focuses on Russian dirty money and investigation of illicit wealth – note passed by effect of the Ukraine War).
- Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLRs, requirements on regulated firms to contact ML and TF, also determine identity of customers, transaction purposes and source of funds etc.).
- Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 (AAMLA, relates to the implementation of international sanctions regimes etc.).
- Serious Crime Act 2015 (SCA, helps bring serious and organised criminals to justice by building on civil and criminal law).

Financial institutions also follow, amongst others, these industry standards and guidance:

- BSI PAS 17271 Code of Practice.
- CRM Code – Lending Standards Board.
- FCA Sourcebook of Rules and Guidance including the Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls Handbook (SYSC).
- His Majesty’s Treasury’s, Treasury Advisory Notes.
- Joint Money Laundering Steering Group (JMLSG) Guidance for UK Financial Sector on the prevent of ML and TF.
- UK National Risk Assessment of ML and TF.

The Economic Crime and Corporate Transparency Bill

This Bill seeks to build on the Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act 2022, and focuses its attention on criminals, kleptocrats and terrorists, it seeks to drive ‘dirty money’ out of the UK financial system. The Bill introduces reform to Companies House to prevent abuse of partnerships, provides a more efficient framework for the seizure of crypto-assets, and seeks to promote targeted information sharing, further powers to gather intelligence but also removes regulatory burdens on business.

Cost of Financial Crime

The exact cost of financial (or economic) crime is unknown, but the figure for the UK alone from corruption, fraud, and money laundering is likely to run into billions of pounds each year, and it is estimated such criminality is equivalent to 3.6% of Global GDP [2]. London is ‘the’ preferred ‘laundromat’ for Russian ill-gotten gains [3] and therefore financial institutions are seen to be particularly vulnerable. Globally the level of financial crime has remained stable, Price Waterhouse Cooper’s Global Economic Crime and Fraud Survey (2022) revealed that 46% of the firms they work with across 99 territories experienced some form of financial crime, with cybercrime poses the greatest challenge [4]. The European Commission estimated that the
global cost of just ‘cybercrime’ in 2020 was circa €5.5 trillion [5]. Therefore, the cost of compliance is high, but non-compliance could be substantially higher encumbering penalties in the form of fines, regulatory actions and losses to financial institutions and their customers, as well as reputational damage causing further loss of custom (see FICO, 2022) [6]. Globally, institutions were fined huge sums and that is just for anti-money laundering breaches; €5.6B during the period 2015 – 2021, and €2.5B in 2021 alone, the average fine was €31.79M (see Fraugster, 2022) [7], and thus, these factors give impetus for improvement. One mechanism to do that would be through AI, ML and DL.

2. AI, ML and Deep Learning

AI has already proven its benefits in achieving low human resource costs, high levels of accuracy and speed. This frees up time high-levels of business and relationship-building and other direct profit generating activity. In short, AI, of which ML is a constituent technology and of which DL is a subset, allows a machine or series of machines to act, comprehend, experience, learn and sense just like their human counterparts but more far more efficiently. In numerical terms, AI is thousands of times faster than human beings, and unsurprisingly it will outperform them in all tasks by 2060 [8], from driving transport right through to performing complex surgical procedures. AI and ML were discussed in depth in earlier articles [9].

Deep learning (DL) is a constituent of AI, and a form or subset of ML in which the system is trained to identify patterns in i.e., pictures, sounds, text, or other datasets and accurate predict or provide insight. DL can be used to automate tasks such as voice-to-text or picture description, process natural language, classify images, intelligent analysis of long form documentation, and to analyse speech etc. DL is becoming more popular and is widely used in fraud detection, chat boxes, facial recognition, to generate subtitles for social media videos on YouTube or in Panopto for educational purposes, and digital assistants such as Microsoft’s Cortana [10], Apple’s Siri or Amazon’s Alexa. DL can be used to track activity and create ‘personalised’ experiences, recommendations, and services. It should also be noted that access to that ‘data’ is regulated by a range of legislation including the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) (see recital 30 regarding online identifiers, note also: s.3 of the European Withdraw Act 2018 for the purposes of the UK). The monitoring and/or use of data or browsing data (cookies) is subject to curtailment, not surprising given the misuse of user information in a series of scandals involving companies such as Facebook (now Meta) and the defunct Cambridge Analytica [11]. But in general, sharing is still quite extensive.

DL algorithms (DLA) are artificial neural networks (AN) based on the human brain; artificial neurons are nodes (software modules) that use mathematical calculations to process data. DLAs use the nodes to solve complex or technical problems. There are three components to a deep neural network (DLN), these are the ‘input’ layer, ‘hidden’ layer and ‘output’ layer. The AN will have many nodes that input the data into it, the hidden layer then processes the data at various levels and changes its behaviour as it receives further tranches of data – therefore, DL is experiential [12]. There are often several hundred hidden layers and therefore, the problem is analysed from a variety of perspectives. For example, from an image each layer may analyse a different feature from it. The output layer then provides the answer, this can be affirmative or negative (two nodes) or far more sophisticated.

There are benefits and challenges of using DL over traditional ML, some of these are:

- Data that unstructured is processed more easily.
- Deep analysis of large amounts of complex data can reveal new perspectives, ones that the algorithm may not have been trained for.
- It learns from user behaviour (unsupervised learning); therefore, it is experiential.
- It is efficient where the categorization and analysis of volatile data is concerned, which can assist in better fraud prevention, and detection.
- The results are improved when the DL algorithm is trained on high-quality datasets. Therefore, the dataset must be ‘cleaned’ before the DL algorithm is trained.
- Large data storage capacity for input data pre-processing is needed, as well as sufficient capacity to compute that (infrastructure), otherwise results are slower.

Overall, the benefits outweigh the challenges when compared to traditional ML methods.

3. Financial Institutions and their use of DL – Current Advents and Forthcoming Trends

Current DL use in Financial Institutions

Financial institutions are using AI to interact with customers, DL is being used to furnish customers with natural feeling and personal interactive experiences and real-time problem solving, but use is still relatively conservative. AI is allowing financial institutions to enhance customer experience but also streamline their operations to harness better support and enhanced security, with smoother processing. Generally, AI is being used for:

- Credit scoring.
- Customer retention.
- Digital on-boarding and document processing.
- Fraud Detection.
- Investing.
- Payments.
- Regulatory compliance.

This has resulted in savings in time, cost, and risk (operational), provides real-time fraud detection by skimming through vast quantities of data with relative ease. Regulatory compliance is resource intensive; many financial institutions spend £Ms on trying to achieve this, but even then, may fall victim to criminality and/or breach the rules. Thus, DL is more beneficial as a RegTech tool than traditional ML because of its learning abilities, and thus, it can be more easily used to process machine-readable documentation published by regulators, to recognise differences and corelations between the rules and provide updates. DL can monitor regulatory changes and implement those whilst disseminating information to those front-line workers who need it i.e., compliance professionals or lawyers. DL can also help financial institutions monitor customer behaviour and transaction data to detect and prevent financial crime such as fraud, money laundering or financing of terror and ensure that all transactions comply with the relevant regulatory requirements and/or are flagged-up or reported. At the very least, DL should be used to automate error-prone workflows such as data entry etc [13]. Thus, the most common operational matters that are suitable for further DL intervention/automation include:

- Information centric processes: reduce manual data processing.
- E-Customer Due Diligence and e-Know Your Customer.
- Databases to share CDD and KYC information.
- Audit, identify, track and trace, and report functions.
- Link analysis – beneficial ownership.
- Policy updates, machine readable and executable documentation.
- Creation of training materials.
- Stakeholder interaction.
- Sanctions regime compliance.
- Linguistic data analysis – to enhance fraud detection etc.

This would result in substantial inroads being made into curtailing consistent compliance failures.

*The Metaverse*

The ‘Metaverse’ [14] is the current buzzword within financial institutions, it is in short digital spaces that are decentralised, incorporate augmented and virtual reality, store information on blockchain technology where consumers can own digital goods. For financial institutions this means potentially *new markets and products*. Hackl et. al. 2022 [15] argue that the metaverse poses three paradigmatic shifts in terms of the internet or what it means to be ‘online’, these are:

- Experience: People don’t just want to consume. It’s far more engaging to have gamified, contextual experiences.
- Identity: People value their digital persona and want to carry it with them across the metaverse and even into the real world.
- Ownership: Wherever people choose to spend their time, they want skin in the game [16].

The metaverse relies on AI and presents opportunities in terms of business-and-consumer collaboration; customers can attend events or even receive financial planning and advice from a digital representative (avatar). It is believed that in the future, most customers will consume services in the real world, online (internet) and in the metaverse. Advents in financial products include *insurance for tangible and intangible property* and *cryptocurrency* etc. Thus, customers will spend real money (currency) plus digital money both on-and-off-line. This also provides impetus for financial institutions to begin to engage further with AI and most notably the benefits of DL.

*4. Conclusion*

Regulators in the financial services industry are actively engaging with AI, and thus institutions should also harness the progress made by them, the technology and the RegTech revolution. There is an opportunity to further reduce the occurrence of compliance breaches and crime by expanding the use of DL, where AI can help in the conduct of business. To be fair the finance sector has grasped many digital and technological transformation initiatives unlike others such as charities, but a lot more can be done. AI can assist institutions in operational cost cutting and promote greater levels of regulatory compliance and build stronger relationships of trust and confidence with stakeholders. Expanding analytical tools, and automation can assist institutions to reduce risk, and successfully fight financial crime. Finally, the financial services industry needs to further engage with the Metaverse so that they can harness the manifold opportunities it offers for new experiences, products, and services.
Endnotes


[1] For a breakdown of the FCA figures, see: https://www.fca.org.uk/about. Facts in relation to the PRA and FPC are available on; https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/
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